Abstract. Let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. We exhibit a counterexample against a theorem asserted in one of our earlier papers, which claims to characterize the integral closure of K((t)) within the field of Hahn-Mal'cev-Neumann generalized power series. We then give a corrected characterization, generalizing our earlier description in terms of finite automata in the case where K is the algebraic closure of a finite field. We also characterize the integral closure of K(t), thus generalizing a well-known theorem of Christol and suggesting a possible framework for computing in this integral closure. We recover various corollaries on the structure of algebraic generalized power series; one of these is an extension of Derksen's theorem on the zero sets of linear recurrent sequences in characteristic p.
Introduction
It is well-known that for K an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, an algebraic closure of the field K((t)) of formal Laurent series can be constructed by forming the field of Puiseux series For the remainder of this paper, let K instead be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p > 0. In this case, the field of Puiseux series is not algebraically closed, e.g., because it contains no element x satisfying x p − x = t −1 . The goal of our previous paper [26] was to construct an algebraic closure of K((t)) within the field K((t Q )) of generalized power series. An element of this field (which may also be called a Hahn series or Mal'cev-Neumann series) is a formal linear combination i∈Q c i t i with c i ∈ K whose support (i.e., the set of i ∈ Q for which c i = 0) is a well-ordered subset of Q. The natural addition and multiplication operations turn out to be well-defined and give K((t Q )) the structure of an algebraically closed field; consequently, the integral closure of K((t)) within this field is itself an algebraic closure of K((t)).
Unfortunately, it was recently pointed out by Rodrigo Salomão and Reillon Santos that if K = F p , the main theorem of [26] is false as stated: the subset of K((t Q )) identified in [26, Theorem 8] is in fact a proper subset of the integral closure of K((t)). The first purpose of this paper is to describe a simple explicit counterexample to [26, Theorem 8] (see Example 2.6) and use it to isolate the error in the arguments of [26] . The second purpose of this paper is to give a corrected description of the integral closure of K((t)) in K((t Q )) (see Date: November 24, 2016 . Thanks to Rodrigo Salomão and Reillon Santos for initiating the discussion about [26] that led to the identification of Example 2.6. Thanks also to Jason Bell, Harm Derksen, Anna Medvedovsky, and David Speyer for additional discussions. The author was supported by NSF (grants DMS-1101343, DMS-1501214) and UCSD (Stefan E. Warschawski chair).
A counterexample
We begin by introducing enough terminology and notation to recall the statement of the main theorem of [26] , then describe the counterexample alluded to in the introduction. In words, S a,b,c consists of those s ∈ Q such that the fractional part of −as, when written in base p, has digit sum at most c. The proof of [26, Theorem 8] consists of three steps, the first two of which are correct and yield the following result. We will recover this statement later as a consequence of Theorem 10.6. Proposition 2.5. The twist-recurrent elements of K((t Q )) form a subring which is integral over K((t)). In particular, this subring, being integral over a field, is itself a field.
However, [26, Theorem 8] also asserts that every element of K((t Q )) which is integral over K((t)) is twist-recurrent, which is false in general; here is an explicit counterexample. This sequence satisfies the LRR (2.2.1) if and only if
However, if λ is not integral over F p , then λ p 2−j takes infinitely many values, only finitely many of which can be roots of the polynomial
Consequently, f is not twist-recurrent, and thus x cannot be twist-recurrent.
We now isolate the error in the proof of [26, Theorem 8] exposed by Example 2.6.
Remark 2.7. The third step in the proof of [26, Theorem 8] is to show that if x = i x i t i , y = i y i t i ∈ K((t Q )) are such that x p − x = y and y is twist-recurrent, then x is twist-recurrent. It suffices to treat the cases where y is supported either on (−∞, 0) ∩ S a,b,c or on (0, ∞) ∩ S a,b,c for some a, b, c.
In case y is supported on (−∞, 0) ∩ S a,b,c , then
is supported on S a,b,b+c . We must show that there exists a single LRR which is satisfied by every sequence of the form [26] .) By contrast, if m < 0 or j > 0, then {c n } is the sum of a bounded number of sequences, each obtained from a sequence satisfying a fixed LRR by taking p k -th roots for some k. One then needs to apply [26, Corollary 5] to deduce that {c n } satisfies a fixed LRR, but this is only valid if the possible values of k are uniformly bounded over all possible sequences, and this is precisely what fails to occur in Example 2.6. Remark 2.8. Although this is not made apparent by Example 2.6, the third step in the proof of [26, Theorem 8] contains a similar error in the case where y is supported on (0, ∞) ∩ S a,b,c . In addition, the argument given is not sufficient to confirm that x satisfies condition (c) of Definition 2.4.
Remark 2.9. The statement of [26, Theorem 8] is correct as written in the case K = F p . This can be seen either by inspecting the proof carefully to see that the errors described above do not affect this case, or by appealing to those results of [28] which are derived independently of [26] (see Remark 4.8) . In this paper, we instead deduce [26, Theorem 8] in the case K = F p as a corollary of Theorem 10.6, which is valid for all K; see Theorem 11.12.
Regular languages and functions
We next briefly introduce the related concepts of finite automata and regular languages. These concepts are both used in [28] to study generalized power series over the algebraic closure of a finite field, although they play a somewhat less central role here. Definition 3.1. For Σ a set (which we regard as an alphabet), let Σ * be the set of finite sequences taking values in Σ (which we regard as words on the alphabet Σ). We view Σ * as a monoid for the concatenation operation, which we denote by juxtaposition (i.e., xy is the concatenation of x and y). Let len : Σ * → Z be the length function, so that len(a 1 · · · a n ) = n (a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ Σ).
Let rev : Σ * → Σ * be the reversal operator on strings, so that rev(a 1 · · · a n ) = a n · · · a 1 (a 1 , . . . , a n ∈ Σ). Definition 3.2. Let Σ be a finite set and let f : Σ * → ∆ be any function. Define the prefix equivalence relation ∼ f,pre and the postfix equivalence relation ∼ f,post on Σ * by the formulas
Let Pre f and Post f be the sets of equivalence classes under ∼ f,pre and ∼ f,post . We get welldefined concatenation maps Pre f ×Σ
We say that f is a finite-state function if Pre f is finite; this forces f to have finite image. By Lemma 3.4 below, it is equivalent to require Post f to be finite.
* (viewed as a language on the alphabet Σ), we say that L is regular if its characteristic function is a finite-state function.
For P a finite partition of a regular language L, we say that P is regular if the projection map f P : Σ * → P ∪ {Σ * \ L} is a finite-state function; this happens if and only if each part of P is itself a regular language [5, Theorems 4.3.1 and 4.3.2] . In this case, we write Pre P , Post P instead of Pre f P , Post f P ; these are themselves regular partitions of Σ * . We formally extend the operator rev on strings to languages and regular partitions:
By Lemma 3.4 below, rev(P ) is a regular partition if P is; note that rev(Pre P ) = Post rev(P ) and rev(Post P ) = Pre rev(P ) . We next recall the basic type of finite automata considered in [28, Definition 2.1.8].
Definition 3.5. A deterministic finite automaton with output (DFAO) is a tuple M = (Q, Σ, δ, q 0 , ∆, τ ), where
• Q is a finite set (the states);
• Σ is a finite set (the alphabet); • δ is a function from Q × Σ to Q (the transition function);
• q 0 ∈ Q is a state (the initial state);
• ∆ is a set (the output alphabet);
• τ is a function from Q to ∆ (the output function). The function δ formally extends to a function δ * : Q × Σ * → Q by the rules
We then obtain a function f M : Σ * → ∆ by setting f M (w) = τ (δ * (q 0 , w)).
The relationship between finite-state functions and finite automata is provided by the Myhill-Nerode theorem. Definition 3.7. Let L be a regular language on the alphabet Σ. Let P be a regular partition of L. For τ : Pre P ×Σ → ∆ a function, we define the function f τ : Σ * → ∆ * by the formula
A function occurring as the restriction of f τ to L for some P, τ is called a uniform transducer over L. For example, any map from Σ to another alphabet ∆ defines (using the trivial partition) a uniform transducer over Σ * whose image is again a regular language [5, Theorem 4.3.6] ; such a map is called a homomorphism of regular languages.
Proof. Let L ′ be the complement of L; then L ′ is again a regular language. By the previous discussion, the image f π (L ′ ) is a regular language; as then is its complement. However, the latter is exactly the set we are considering.
Regular languages and generalized power series
We now make the link between regular languages and generalized power series, extending the case K = F p treated in [28] . We begin by fixing some conventions regarding base-p representations of rational numbers which are slightly nonstandard, but consistent with [28] . 
We view s as our preferred base-p representation of the nonnegative integer |s|; in particular, we represent 0 by the empty string.
Let L p ⊂ (Σ p ∪ {.}) * be the set of the strings of the form
; this is again a regular language. For s = s 0 · · · s n ∈ L p , let i be the unique index for which s i = ., and define
(the set of nonnegative rational numbers with p-power denominators). We view s as our preferred base-p representation of • ; beware that for nonnegative integers, we prefer different representations depending on whether we are viewing them as elements of Z ≥0 (in which case we omit the trailing radix point) or
(in which case we include the radix point).
Example 4.2. For r ∈ R, the set of s ∈ L p such that s < r is regular if and only if r ∈ Q.
can be computed on base-p expansions from right to left with only a fixed finite amount of auxiliary memory, but not from left to right. In other words, the function
is a uniform transducer, but rev •f • rev is not.
In this language, the theorem of Christol is the following. (For a rederivation of this theorem using the results of this paper, see Remark 8.5.) 
) is algebraic over F q (t) if and only it satisfies the following conditions.
(a) For some integers a, b with a > 0, the support of x is contained in 
. . ∈ L be a sequence such that the sequence s 1 , s 2 , . . . converges to some r ∈ R. Then there is a unique infinite string s such that the length of the maximal prefix shared by s and s i tends to ∞ as i → ∞; this string may be viewed as a (possibly nonstandard) base-p expansion of r. Since M has only finitely many states, there must exist a state q which occurs as δ * (q 0 , p) for infinitely many prefixes p of s. However, since L is well-ordered, we may apply [28, Theorem 7.1.6 ] to see that the transition graph of M contains a unique minimal directed cycle from q to itself. It follows that s is eventually periodic, so r ∈ Q.
Remark 4.8. Since [28] contains arguments based on [26, Theorem 8] which is now known to be incorrect, some discussion is in order regarding the status of the results of [28] . The fact that generalized power series described by automata are algebraic over F q (t) is established by a direct calculation [28, Proposition 5.1.2] which does not refer to [26] . The converse implication is given two distinct proofs: one of these [ [26] . Consequently, all of the results of [28] remain correct as stated and proved.
Composed functions over a general field
In order to extend the notion of automaticity to arbitrary K, we need to incorporate some additional linear algebra into the construction; this linear algebra in some sense makes the finite automata redundant, but for various reasons (including but not limited to compatibility with [28] ) it is useful to keep them present.
Hypothesis 5.1. Throughout §5, let F be a field (of any characteristic), and let ϕ : F → F be an automorphism.
be the set of endomorphisms of the underlying abelian group of V , viewed as a monoid with respect to composition of functions (so that g • f means apply f , then g).
We say that
denote the transpose map, characterized by the identity
Definition 5.3. For G a monoid, let : G * → G denote the multiplication map on strings, with ∅ being the identity element of G.
More generally, we say that f is ϕ-autocomposed if there exist a regular partition P of Σ * p and a function τ :
. In particular, any ϕ-composed function is ϕ-autocomposed with P being the trivial partition of Σ * p . This last observation has a partial converse.
Proof. It is enough to check that any ϕ-autocomposed function f as in Definition 5.4 is potentially ϕ-composed. Let V ′ be the direct sum of copies of V indexed by Pre P . Let ι : V → V ′ be the map taking v to (v) q∈Pre P . Let π : V ′ → V be the projection onto the copy of V indexed by the prefix class of the empty string. Let τ ′ : {0, . . . , p − 1} → End ϕ (V ′ ) be the function taking a to the map
be the ϕ-composed function associated to τ ′ . Then (5.5.1) holds, as desired.
Proof. The ϕ-composed case is trivial; the ϕ-autocomposed case then follows by Lemma 5.6. 
. By Lemma 5.6, one gets the same class of functions if one allows f 1 (resp. f 2 ) to be ϕ-autocomposed (resp. ϕ −1 -autocomposed). By Corollary 5.7, f is ϕ-biautomatic if and only
Proof. By Corollary 5.7, we may check (a) by verifying the analogous statement with the strings reversed; this follows from Example 4.3. From (a) and Corollary 5.7, we easily deduce (b).
Automatic series over a general field
We now specialize to the case of an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, and put forward definitions of automaticity for ordinary and generalized power series that extend the definitions over finite fields.
Definition 6.1. For F a field of characteristic p, let ϕ : F → F be the Frobenius endomorphism x → x p . In particular, we are assuming globally that K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, so ϕ acts as an automorphism on both K and K((t Q )).
(s ∈ L p ); this agrees with the previous definition in case x ∈ K t . Definition 6.3. We say x = i x i t i ∈ K t Q is p-quasi-automatic if the following conditions hold.
(a) For some integers a, b with a > 0, b ≥ 0, the support of x is contained in
For some a, b as in (a), the series i x i t ai+b is p-automatic. It will follow from Lemma 6.4 that the same will hold for any a, b as in (a); in particular, if x is supported on
, and a, b integers with a > 0, b ≥ 0, x is p-automatic if and only if i x i t ai+b is.
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma 5.11(b).
The preceding definitions are compatible with [28] in the following sense. Proof. It suffices to observe that when K = F p , the linear-algebraic data defining any pautomatic function can all be realized over a finite subfield of K. Remark 6.6. As in [28] , we may verify that K((t Q )) aut is stable under a number of basic operations.
(a) The set K((t Q )) aut is a K-vector subspace of K((t Q )) containing K. By Lemma 6.4, it is also a K[t]-submodule. (b) By Remark 5.8, the termwise product of two p-automatic functions is again pautomatic. In particular, K((t Q )) aut is stable under Hadamard products: if it contains
) aut is stable under any substitution of the form t → µt for µ ∈ K × . (Note that this substitution is not specified by µ alone, as one must also choose a coherent sequence of roots of µ.) (d) By Lemma 6.4, K((t Q )) aut is stable under any substitution of the form t → t i for i ∈ Q >0 . Since it is also stable under automorphisms of K applied coefficientwise, it is thus stable under ϕ and ϕ
) and r ∈ R, define the r-truncation of x to be the series
With this definition, if x is p-quasi-automatic, then so is its r-truncation: Lemma 4.7 implies that sup{i < r : x i = 0} ∈ Q and so we may reduce to the case r ∈ Q, which follows from (b) plus Example 4.2. (f) Any finite linear combination i y i z i in which y i , z i are p-automatic, y i ∈ K((t)), and z i is supported on [0, 1) is p-automatic. Conversely, any p-automatic series can be written as such a linear combination by choosing a basis of the vector space V used in the construction. One result which is nontrivial to check is that K((t Q )) aut is closed under multiplication; for K = F p this is shown in [28, Lemma 7.2.2] using the fact that addition of reversed base-p expansions can be described using a uniform transducer in the style of Example 4.3. The general case can be proved by a similar but even more complicated argument, which we omit here; the closure under multiplication will anyway follow a posteriori from Theorem 10.4, and even from an intermediate result (see Remark 9.5).
Another nontrivial assertion, which has no analogue in [28] , is that for any algebraically closed field
; that is, automaticity is insensitive to extensions of the coefficient field. This will again follow a posteriori from Theorem 10.4.
Algebraicity of automatic generalized power series
We now follow the proof of [28, Proposition 5.1.2] to deduce that p-quasi-automatic series are integral over K(t).
Lemma 7.1. Let F ⊂ F ′ be an inclusion of algebraically closed fields of characteristic p. Let V be a finite-dimensional F -vector space, put V ′ = V ⊗ F F ′ , and define inclusions
Proof. See [28, Lemma 3.3.5].
Proof. We may assume that x is p-automatic. Let L be the integral closure of K(t) in K((t Q )) aut . Choose data as in Definition 5.10 with V = K. By Lemma 5.6, we may assume without loss of generality that f 1 is the ϕ-composed function associated to some map τ 1 : Σ p → End ϕ (V ′ ) and that f 2 is the ϕ −1 -composed function associated to some map τ 2 : Σ p → End ϕ −1 (V ′ ). We may formally extend ι, π to K((t Q ))-linear maps
) by the formulas
We then have
By Lemma 7.1, this equality forces
. By similar considerations, we have
By writing
we see that x ∈ L, as desired. 
Automaticity of algebraic power series via decimation
Our next step is to derive a generalization of Christol's theorem to an arbitrary algebraically closed field K, using the method of decimation. This construction turns out to have strong geometric meaning; see Remark 8.4.
). Let L be a finite separable extension of L 0 . Then the finite separable extension ϕ(L) of ϕ(L 0 ) and the purely inseparable extension L 0 of ϕ(L 0 ) must be linearly disjoint. Consequently, the basis 1, t, . . . , t p−1 of L 0 over ϕ(L 0 ) is also a basis of L over ϕ(L). We thus have functions s 0 , . . . , s p−1 : L → L uniquely determined by the formula
Since a derivation in characteristic p kills any p-th power, we also have
2. An element x ∈ K t is integral over K(t) if and only if it is p-automatic.
Proof. By Lemma 7.2 we need only check the "only if" direction. Suppose x ∈ K t is algebraic over K(t). To check that x is p-automatic, by Remark 6.6(e) we may instead check that ϕ n (x) is p-automatic for some conveniently large integer n; we may thus assume that x belongs to a finite separable extension L of K(t). Let C be a smooth, projective, irreducible curve over K with function field L. Let V be the minimal K-subspace of L containing x and closed under s 0 , . . . , s p−1 . Choose a closed point P ∈ C, an element y ∈ L, and a value i ∈ {0, . . . , p − 1}. If ord P (x) ≥ 0 and ord P (dt) = 0, by applying (8.1.1) with i = p − 1, . . . , 0 in turn we obtain ord P (y) ≥ 0 =⇒ ord P (s i (y)) ≥ 0.
This excludes only finitely many P , for which we apply (8.1.2) to deduce that
It follows that for each P there exists some integer C P such that C P = 0 for all but finitely many P and ord P (y) ≥ C P for all y ∈ V .
It follows that V is a finite-dimensional K-vector space, from which we deduce easily that x is p-automatic.
Proof. By Remark 6.6(a), K((t Q )) aut is closed under addition. By Theorem 8.2, K((t Q )) aut ∩ K((t)) is a ring (namely the integral closure of K(t) in K((t))). It thus remains to verify that for x ∈ K((t Q )) aut , y ∈ K((t Q )) aut ∩ K((t)), we have xy ∈ K((t Q )) aut . To check this, we may apply Lemma 6.4 to reduce to the case where x, y are both p-automatic. As in Remark 6.6(f), we may express x as a finite linear combination i y i z i in which y i ∈ K((t)) is p-automatic, and z i is p-automatic and supported on [0, 1); by the same remark, xy = i (yy i )z i is pautomatic.
We append a remark suggested by David Speyer in [40] .
Remark 8.4. Note that Ω L (the module of absolute Kähler differentials) is a one-dimensional vector space generated by dt. It was shown by Tate [42] that the operator C : Ω L/K → Ω L/K taking x dt to s p−1 (x) dt is independent of the choice of the local coordinate t. This map is called the Cartier operator and is of great importance in characteristic-p algebraic geometry; it can be even used to control the complexity (i.e., the number of states) of the automata arising in Christol's theorem, as shown by Bridy [8] . However, we will have no further use for it here.
Remark 8.5. Let F be a finite field. By Theorem 8.2, an element x = ∞ i=0 x i t i ∈ F t is integral over F(t) if and only if it is p-quasi-automatic. By Lemma 6.5, x is p-quasi-automatic if and only if the function L p → F taking s to x s is p-automatic. That is, Theorem 8.2 does indeed generalize Christol's theorem (Theorem 4.4).
Automaticity of truncated algebraic series
We now extend the "algebraic implies automatic" implication of Theorem 8.2 from power series to truncations of generalized power series. As in the incorrect argument given in [26] (see Remark 2.7), the key calculation here involves Artin-Schreier extensions; while this calculation can be made directly, we prefer to use a trick to reduce to the case of ordinary power series.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4 and Remark 6.6(e), we may assume that the support of x is contained in either (−∞, 0) or (0, ∞). In the latter case, we have
for some c ∈ F p ; since only finitely many summands contribute to any truncation, the claim is clear. So let us suppose hereafter that x is supported on (−∞, 0). By Lemma 6.4, we may further reduce to the case that tx is p-automatic and x is supported on (−1, 0). Then
for some c ∈ F p ; there is no harm in assuming that c = 0. Putx = tx andỹ = t 1/p y 1/p , so thatx is supported on (0, 1) ∩ Z[p 
). By Lemma 6.4 and Corollary 5.7, X is p-automatic. Now note that in (9.1.1), the computation of the left side involves no carries in base p-arithmetic; we may thus formally reverse to deduce the new identity
By Theorem 8.2, Y is p-automatic; by Lemma 6.4 and Corollary 5.7 again,ỹ is p-automatic.
) are such that x is p-quasi-automatic and P (ϕ)(y) = x, then every truncation of y is p-quasi-automatic.
Proof. In case P (T ) = T − µ for some µ ∈ K, this follows from Lemma 9.1 upon replacing x with a sufficiently close approximation (using the fact that the roots of a polynomial vary continously with the coefficients, as in [27, Lemma 8] The following result is analogous to [28, Proposition 7.3.3] , although the proof is more in the spirit of the transfinite Newton algorithm described in [27, Proposition 1].
is integral over K((t)). Then every truncation of x is p-automatic.
Proof. For r ∈ R, let x (r) denote the r-truncation of x. Let S be the set of r ∈ R for which x (r) is p-automatic. Since x has well-ordered support, S is nonempty and does not contain a largest element. It thus suffices to deduce a contradiction assuming that S admits a finite supremum r (not necessarily in Q), which necessarily does not belong to S. By Ore's lemma (see [5, Lemma 12.2.3] or [28, Lemma 3.3.4]), there exists a monic polynomial P (T ) = d j=0 P j T j with coefficients in K((t)) such that P (ϕ)(x) = 0. Let v t denote the t-adic valuation on K((t)) and put c = min j {v t (P j ) + rp j }. For j = 0, . . . , d, let Q j be the coefficient of t c−rp j in P j (interpreted as 0 if c − rp j / ∈ Z) and put Q(T ) = By writing the c-truncation of P j x p j as m≥c−rp j P j,m t m (x ((c−m)/p j ) ) p j , we see that it has the form y j + z j where y j = Q j t c−rp j (x (r) ) p j (again interpreted as 0 if c − rp j / ∈ Z) and z j is p-automatic. Put y = d j=0 y j ; since P (ϕ)(x) = 0, y is p-automatic. If Q consists of a single monomial, then y = Q j t c−rp j (x (r) ) p j for some j and so x (r) is p-quasi-automatic; otherwise, r, c ∈ Q and t −c y = Q(ϕ)(t −r x (r) ), so Corollary 9.2 implies that x (r) is p-quasi-automatic. In either case, we have r ∈ S, a contradiction.
) and has bounded support, then x is p-quasi-automatic.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4, we may reduce to the case where x is supported on Z[p −1 ] ≥0 . We may then deduce the claim from Lemma 9.3. Remark 9.5. At this point, one can use Corollary 8.3 and Corollary 9.4 to deduce that K((t Q )) aut is a subring of K((t Q )). However, we will not use this explicitly.
The main theorems
At this point, it is merely a matter of tying up loose ends to establish our main results. We start with the characterization of the integral closure of K(t) in K((t Q )).
. Then for r ∈ R sufficiently large, the r-truncation y (r) of x is p-quasi-automatic, is integral over K(t), and generates a finite extension of K((t)) containing x.
Proof. By Remark 6.6(d), we may assume that x generates a finite separable extension of K((t)). For all r ∈ R, y (r) is p-quasi-automatic by Lemma 9.3 and hence integral over K(t) by Lemma 7.2. For sufficiently large r, we may apply Krasner's lemma to the minimal polynomial of x to see that x and y (r) generate the same extension of K((t)).
Lemma 10.2. Let F ⊆ F
′ be an inclusion of fields such that F is integrally closed in F ′ . Let E be a finite extension of F .
(a) The ring
Proof. We first check (a) assuming that E = F (y) for some y ∈ E; note that this entirely covers the case where E/F is separable (by the primitive element theorem). Let P ∈ F [T ] be the minimal polynomial of y over F . In any algebraically closed field containing F , the roots of P are all integral over F ; consequently, for any factorization of P into monic polynomials in F ′ [T ], the coefficients of the factors are also integral over F . Since F is integrally closed in F ′ , it follows that P remains irreducible in
To prove (b), suppose that x ∈ E ′ is integral over E. Let Q ∈ E[T ] be the minimal polynomial of x over E. Suppose for the moment that we can find a finite extension E 1 of F for which the conclusion of (a) holds, that is, for which E
′ is again a field. Since Q already splits into linear factors over E 1 and x is a root of Q in the field E ′ 1 , x must belong to E 1 . But x also belongs to E ′ = E ⊗ F F ′ , and inside
Hence E is integrally closed in E ′ , as desired. Note that the preceding argument again applies in case x generates a purely inseparable extension of E, as then we may take E 1 to be E(x). Consequently, both (a) and (b) hold if E/F is purely inseparable, and so (a) holds if E/F is a separable extension of a purely inseparable extension. However, any polynomial can be split by such an extension, so both (a) and (b) hold in general. Proof. We may assume that F is integrally closed in
is integral over F , it follows that x ∈ F (y) and a i ∈ F , as claimed.
Proof. By Lemma 7.2, K((t Q )) aut is contained in the integral closure, so it remains to prove the converse. We imitate the proof of [28, Proposition 7.3.4] . Choose x ∈ K((t Q )) integral over K(t). By Lemma 10.1, there exists a truncation y of x that is p-quasi-automatic and integral over K(t), and moreover has the property that x and y generate the same finite extension of K((t)).
Note that any power of y has bounded support, and hence is p-quasi-automatic by Corollary 9.4. Since x ∈ K((t))(y), we may apply Corollary 10.3 to write x as m−1 i=0 a i y i for some nonnegative integer m and some a i in the integral closure of K(t) in K((t)). By Theorem 8.2, each a i is p-quasi-automatic; by Corollary 8.3, x is p-quasi-automatic.
As a corollary, we may immediately describe the completion of this integral closure.
Theorem 10.5. The completed integral closure of K(t) (or equivalently K((t))) in K((t Q )) consists of those x = i x i t i all of whose truncations are p-quasi-automatic.
Proof. The completed integral closure contains the set in question by Lemma 7.2 and is contained in this set by Theorem 10.4.
We next describe the integral closure of K((t)) in K((t Q )).
Theorem 10.6. The integral closure of K((t)) in K((t Q )) consists of those x = i x i t i such that the series y n = i∈[0,1)∩Q
are all p-quasi-automatic and generate a finite-dimensional K-vector space.
Proof. If the y n are all p-quasi-automatic, then each one is integral over K(t) by Lemma 7.2. If they moreover generate a finite-dimensional K-vector space, then x can be written as a K((t))-linear combination of the y i , and thus is integral over K((t)). Conversely, if x is integral over K((t)), then by Lemma 9.3, each y n is p-quasi-automatic. By Lemma 10.1, for N sufficiently large, x belongs to the finite extension of K((t)) generated by {y n : n < N}; then the y n for all n ≥ N belong to the K-vector space generated by {y n : n < N}. This proves the claim.
Remark 10.7. Another way to phrase the condition in Theorem 10.6 is that the y n can be generated as in Definition 6.3 in such a way that everything in Definition 5.10 is chosen uniformly as n varies except for the maps ι, π.
Remark 10.8. We note that Theorem 10.6 immediately implies Proposition 2.5, thus reconfirming the implication "twist-recurrent implies algebraic" of [26, Theorem 8].
Corollaries
We next recover a number of corollaries of our main theorems. Many (but not all) of these were stated as results in [26] , but in light of the failure of [26, Theorem 8] we give proofs independent of [26] .
The following result is stated as [26, Theorem 6] , where it is also observed that the subring described is not itself a field. (In some sense, this is the closest approximation of the integral closure that can be defined solely in terms of supports.) Corollary 11.1. The subring of K((t Q )) consisting of series supported within some S a,b,c (as defined in Definition 2.1) contains the integral closure of K((t)) in K((t Q )).
Proof. This follows from Theorem 10.6 because any p-quasi-automatic series is supported in some S a,b,c .
The following statement includes [26, Corollary 9] .
Corollary 11.2. Let F be a perfect subfield of K. Then the integral closure of F (t) (resp. F ((t))) in K((t Q )) consists of those elements of the integral closure in K((t Q )) with coefficients contained in a finite extension of F .
Proof. In Theorem 10.6, each element of the integral closure in K((t Q )) with bounded support is specified by some discrete data and a finite number of initial coefficients, the others being determined by linear-algebraic constraints. Consequently, if these coefficients belong to F , so do all of the others.
For an imperfect subfield of K, we have the following incomplete classification. This statement is [26, Corollary 10] except that therein, "bounded below" is incorrectly substituted for "bounded above". Corollary 11.3. Let F be a not necessarily perfect subfield of K. If x ∈ K((t Q )) is algebraic over F ((t)), then the following conditions must hold.
(a) There exists a finite extension F ′ of F whose perfect closure contains all of the x i . (b) For each i, let f i be the smallest nonnegative integer such that ϕ
Proof. This follows from Theorem 10.6 as in the proof of Corollary 11.2.
The following includes [26, Corollary 12] .
Corollary 11.4. Suppose that x ∈ K((t Q )) is integral over K((t)). Then every truncation of x is integral over K(t), and hence also over K((t)).
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 10.4 and Theorem 10.6.
The following statement replaces [26, Corollary 13] .
Definition 11.5. Suppose that K is complete with respect to a multiplicative nonarchimedean norm |•| K . We say that x = i x i t i ∈ K((t Q )) has positive radius of convergence if there exists r > 0 such that r i |x i | K → 0 as i → ∞.
Corollary 11.6. Suppose that K is complete with respect to a multiplicative nonarchimedean norm |•| K . Let K((t)) c be the subfield of K((t)) consisting of series with positive radius of convergence. Then the integral closure of K((t)) c in K((t Q )) consists of those x which are integral over K((t)) (and thus may be described as in Theorem 10.6) and have positive radius of convergence.
Proof. One checks easily using Hensel's lemma that if x is integral over K((t)) c , then x has positive radius of convergence. This proves the claim.
The following corollary is new. Note that a special case was treated in Lemma 9.1 by directly identifying an algebraic relation satisfied by the transformed series; by contrast, in the general case it seems quite tricky to make such an identification. Note also that the condition on the support of x is quite restrictive; compare Remark 4.6.
is also well-ordered. Then x is algebraic over K(t) if and only if
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 10. 
is integral over K((t)) if and only if the sequence {x i } satisfies an LRR, in which case x is also integral over K(t).
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 10.4 and Theorem 10.6.
The following corollary generalizes a result of Deligne [16] (extending a previous result of Furstenberg [20] ): the integral closure of K(t) in K((t)) is stable under Hadamard products. (A more elementary proof has been given by Sharif and Woodcock [41] .) Corollary 11.9. The integral closure of K(t) (resp. K((t))) in K((t Q )) is stable under Hadamard products.
Proof. Immediate from Remark 6.6 and Theorem 10.4 (resp. Theorem 10.6).
We now specialize to the case where K = F p . In this context, we have already recovered Christol's theorem (see Remark 8.5) . We next recover Theorem 4.5 in a similar fashion.
Remark 11.10. Let F be a finite field. By Theorem 10.4, an element x = i x i t i ∈ F ((t Q )) is integral over F (t) if and only it is p-quasi-automatic. By Lemma 6.5, this is equivalent to the conditions of Theorem 4.5.
We next recover [26, Theorem 15] , and hence also [26, Theorem 2] . Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 10.4.
We next recover the statement of [26, Theorem 8] in the case K = F p .
Theorem 11.12. A series
) is integral over F p ((t)) if and only if it is twist-recurrent in the sense of Definition 2.4.
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 11.12.
Zero sets
The Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem asserts that the zero set of a linear recurrent sequence over a field of characteristic zero consists of a finite union of arithmetic progressions plus a finite set. Over a field of characteristic p, such a zero set can be more complicated; for example, the sequence {(1 + t)
over F p (t) has zero set {1, p, p 2 , . . . }. The zero sets of linear recurrent sequences in characteristic p have been classified by Derksen [17, Theorem 1.8] ; an intriguing feature of this classification is that every zero set is the image under |•| of a regular language in L 0 p . It has been observed by Adamczewski and Bell [4] that such a statement also holds for the coefficients of algebraic power series. To prepare for the discussion of the corresponding statement for generalized power series, it is useful to formulate a stronger multivariate statement from [4] , then give an alternate proof of the latter. 
Proof. Note that the x n 1 ,...,n k all belong to some finitely generated subfield K 0 of K; by Noether normalization, K 0 is finite over some subfield K 1 of the form F p (z 1 , . . . , z m ). Let L be the normal closure of K 0 over K 1 . The set of elements of K t 1 , . . . , t k integral over K(t 1 , . . . , t k ) is closed under Hadamard products [41] , so by replacing each x n 1 ,...,n k with its norm from L to K 1 we may reduce to the case K 0 = K 1 . By rescaling t, we may further reduce to the case where the x n 1 ,...,n k all belong to F p [z 1 , . . . , z m ]. We may then view x as a series
which is integral over F p (t 1 , . . . , t k , z 1 , . . . , z m ). By Salon's multivariate analogue of Christol's theorem [37] , the latter is p-automatic; that is, the function L 0,k+m p → F p taking s to x |s| is a finite-state function. In particular, the set {s ∈ L 0,k+m p : x |s| = 0} is a regular language; we may conclude from this point by repeated application of Lemma 3.8.
Note that even when k = 1, the proof of Theorem 12.2 involves series in more than one variable. Consequently, to make an analogous argument for generalized power series, we must introduce some notation about multivariate series; we give only a limited treatment here, as a complete "algebraic equals automatic" theorem in this context is somewhat difficult to formulate (see the discussion at the end of [28] ).
* be the set of the strings of the form
p , let i be the unique index for which s i = ., and define
is the image under • of a regular language.
Proof. By Corollary 11.2, the x i all belong to the perfect closure of some finitely generated subfield K 0 of K; by Noether normalization, K 0 is finite over some subfield K 1 of the form F p (z 1 , . . . , z m ). Let L be the normal closure of K 0 over K 1 . By Corollary 11.9, replacing each x i with its norm from the perfect closure of L to the perfect closure of K 1 yields another element of K((t Q )) integral over K(t), so we may assume hereafter that K 0 = K 1 . By Lemma 10.1, there exists a truncation y of x that is p-automatic and integral over K(t), and moreover has the property that x and y generate the same finite extension of K((t)). Since x ∈ K((t))(y), we may apply Corollary 10.3 to write x as a polynomial in y whose coefficients belong to the integral closure of K(t) in K((t)).
Let S be the subring of K((t)) consisting of series whose coefficients belong to the perfect closure of F p [z 1 , . . . , z m ]. Write K((t))(y) as a tower of Artin-Schreier extensions of K((t)); by rescaling t, we may further reduce to the case where x ∈ S and these Artin-Schreier extensions lift toétale extensions of S. Write x as a formal sum
with coefficients in F p ; we may then argue as in the proof of Lemma 9.3 to see that for any r ∈ R, the function L 
An analogue in mixed characteristic
In [27] , an explicit description is given of the completed algebraic closure of a local field of mixed characteristics. This description depends on [26, Theorem 8] via [27, Theorem 10] ; consequently, we may invoke Theorem 11.12 to see that [27, Theorem 10, Theorem 11] remain correct when the local field has residue field contained in F p . (In particular, the remarks appearing after the latter result remain valid.) However, the results fail without this additional restriction.
We now use our results to give an alternate characterization of the completed algebraic closure in the language of finite automata.
Definition 13.1. For n a positive integer or ∞, let W n denote the functor of p-typical Witt vectors of length n; we have a canonical identification
where the wedge indicates the p-adic completion if n = ∞ and otherwise has no effect. It is customary to omit the subscript n when it equals ∞. Using the Witt vector Frobenius ϕ on W n (K), we may proceed by analogy with §5 to define ϕ-automatic functions f :
. We correspondingly define p-automatic and p-quasi-automatic elements of W n (K)((t Q )).
We have the following replacement for [27, Theorem 10].
Theorem 13.2. Let L be the integral closure of K(t) in K((t Q )). Then for n a positive integer or ∞, the image of W n (L) in W n (K)((t Q ))) ∧ consists of the p-quasi-automatic elements.
Proof. It suffices to treat the case where n is finite. Note that [28, Lemma 3.3.5] may be formally promoted to a corresponding statement with K replaced by W n (K). Using this, we may imitate the proof of Lemma 7.2 to show that any p-quasi-automatic element of W n (K)((t Q )) belongs to the image of W n (L). To prove the reverse inclusion, we induct on n. The base case n = 1 follows from Theorem 10.4. In general, if x ∈ W n (L), it follows that the image of x in L (via reduction mod p) is p-quasi-automatic. By lifting the terms in a presentation of x, we may construct y ∈ W n (K)((t Q )) which is p-quasi-automatic and congruent to x modulo p. Using the forward inclusion, we may write x = y + pz for some z ∈ W n−1 (L), and the induction hypothesis implies that z is p-quasi-automatic. This completes the induction. 
is the completion of the image of the p-quasi-automatic elements of W n (K)((t Q )) ∧ . Moreover, this image consists of those elements whose representation as i [x i ]t i ∈ W (K)((t Q )) has the property that i x i t i ∈ L (or equivalently by Theorem 10.5, every truncation of i x i t i is p-quasi-automatic).
Proof. The first statement is immediate from [27, Theorem 7] . The second statement follows from the first statement and Theorem 13.2 as in the published proof of [27, Theorem 11].
Remark 13.5. We take this opportunity to report some additional errata to [27] . Thanks to Chris Davis for providing some of these.
• page 336: the equality in (2) should read
• page 377: after Theorem 10, "we nos give" should be "we now give".
• page 337: in point 2 above Theorem 11, the definition of f should read f i = x (j+i)/a .
Computational aspects
In [28, §8.1], some thoughts are recorded regarding the possible use of finite automata for making machine computations in the algebraic closure of F q (t), for F q a finite field. To our knowledge, no systematic effort has been made to realize these thoughts, with one exception: the very recent paper of Bridy [8] gives explicit estimates for the state complexity of the automata required to represent algebraic power series. These bounds take the form q n where n is a sum of certain geometric invariants. However, we would like to take this opportunity to point out that recasting the construction in terms of p-composed functions may provide some algorithmic improvements. Namely, one of the potential difficulties with computing with automata is the opportunity for an explosion in the number of states required to describe a particular series; for example, given a language described by a finite automaton on n states, its reversal may require as many as 2 n states. By contrast, reversing a p-composed function entails no explosion, as the underlying vector space is merely replaced with its dual space. A related observation is that the key parameter when dealing with p-automatic series is the dimension of the vector space used to write down the corresponding p-composed function; by contrast, if one works in terms of finite automata, then it is the cardinality of this vector space that controls the complexity. Since addition and multiplication of p-automatic series correspond to direct sum and tensor product of vector spaces, one expects much better behavior in the linear-algebraic approach; namely, by factoring dimensions into account, one might hope to obtain an analogue of Bridy's estimate in which the function q n is replaced by some polynomial in n. For these reasons, it seems reasonable to try to use p-composed functions, rather than automata, as the basis for computing in an algebraic closure of K(t) even in the case when K is the algebraic closure of F p . We leave this as a challenge for the interested reader.
Effect on the literature
We conclude by analyzing the effect of the error in [26] , and the corrections introduced in this paper, on the mathematical literature. We begin with the effect on [26] itself.
• The statements [26 [26, Corollary 13] is false as written, but becomes true if one replaces "twist-recurrent series" by "series algebraic over K((t))" and may then be reinterpreted using Theorem 10.6. See Corollary 11.6.
We next consider the effect on [27] . As described in §13, [27, Theorem 10, Theorem 11] fail when K = F p , and must be replaced by Theorem 13.2 and Theorem 13.4, respectively. None of the other results of [27] depend on [26] , so they remain unaffected.
We finally consider the effect on papers that cite [26] and/or [27] , as indicated by a MathSciNet search conducted in March 2016. Papers referencing [28] independently of [26, 27] are unaffected, and are thus not listed here.
• The following papers make only passing references to [26] and/or [27] , with no reference to specific results, and are thus unaffected: [1] , [2] , [9] , [10] , [14] , [15] , [18] , [19] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [30] , [31] , [35] , [38] , [39] .
• The following papers only reference [26] (either explicitly or via [27] ) in the case where K = F p , and are thus unaffected: [3] , [28] , [32] , [35] .
• The following papers only rely on the prior result [26, Theorem 1] , and are thus unaffected: [6] , [11] , [34] .
• The paper [36] references the transfinite Newton recurrence described in [27, §2] , and is thus unaffected.
• The paper [29] references only the projection from generalized power series in mixed characteristic to positive characteristic, as described in [27, Theorem 7] , and is thus unaffected.
• The paper [33] makes two references to [26] . One is in the proof of [ defines an automorphism of K((t Q )) acting on K((t)), which then also acts on the algebraic closure of K((t)) in K((t Q )) (because any ring homomorphism preserves integral dependence). Consequently, [33] is ultimately unaffected.
